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2928 EP CLEAR MICRO TAMPER TAG
World’s smallest EAS tamper tag

Customize printing for store branding and targeted protection

www.CheckpointSystems.com

 Electronic Lock Store Brand Store Location
 (with Black Lock Symbol™ )

RADIO-FREQUENCY TECHNOLOGY LABELSA CHECKPOINT SPECIALTY PRODUCT



www.CheckpointSystems.com

* Based on customer trials and research.
  © 2014 Checkpoint Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.  
  Examples shown do not represent an endorsement for Checkpoint products. 

For details, scan 
this QR code or 
visit our website.

EVOLVE and 2928 EP Clear Tamper Tags:
The Perfect Combination. When used in 
concert with Checkpoint’s EVOLVE EAS 

platform, the performance of Clear  
Tamper Tags reduces shrink by 30%  

or more – and increases sales  
by 10% or more.*

2928 EP CLEAR MICRO TAMPER TAG
WORLD’S SMALLEST EAS TAMPER TAG

Checkpoint’s 2928 EP Clear Micro Tamper Tag is a very small, clear RF EAS label 
that guarantees enhanced performance protection. It features a visible circuit with black 
lock image for strong visual and theft deterrence. It also has a clear window space that 
simultaneously protects brand and product information on packaging.

The 2928 EP Clear Micro Tamper Tag’s unique size allows for use on virtually any 
type of product. Tamper- resistant adhesive adds to the protection, securing the label 
permanently to the packaging. When combined with custom tamper-proof printing,  
this label can be used to combat Organized Retail Crime and resale. 

Checkpoint has a solution for virtually every product -protection need, and supports  
in-store application as well as source- tagging at the point of manufacture. 

Highlights:
Reduces shrink by 30% or more and increases sales by 10% or more*
Visible circuit provides greater visual deterrence than plain labels 
Custom tamper-proof printing options available for store branding,  
ORC prevention, and more
Bonds to all packaging substrates within 27 hours
Damages packaging material when  
removal is attempted
Clear viewing window; complements  
brand and packaging
Smaller size, enhanced performance  
protection for high-value/high-risk 
cosmetics and other discrete items
Designed to support high-speed  
@source integration
Greener packaging: less material  
means less waste 

SPECIFICATIONS:

2928 EP CLEAR TAMPER TAGS
Black Lock Part #: 10110271

Frequency: 8.2 MHz
Diameter: 1.1" (28mm) 

Deactivatable: Yes
Custom Print Options: Yes
@Source Integration: Yes 

Roll Count: 2,000 or 4,000
Case Count: 20,000
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FROM THE CHECKPOINT MICRO FAMILY 

2410 EP MICRO PST LABEL
    Clear window for branding/aesthetics
    RF technology in an AM footprint
    Tamper-resistant adhesive bonds securely

3710 EP MICRO COSMETIC LABEL
    Clear window for barcodes/branding
    RF technology in an AM footprint
    Custom printing options available


